slavery in africa wikipedia - slavery has historically been widespread in africa and still continues today in some countries. systems of servitude and slavery were common in parts of africa as they were in much of the ancient world in many african societies where slavery was prevalent the enslaved people were not treated as chattel slaves and were given certain rights in a system similar to indentured servitude. the british empire in africa - early dutch trading posts were attacked and destroyed by the portuguese and so these were upgraded to full blown forts the dutch then set about systematically attacking and undermining portuguese forts in west africa and across the atlantic in brazil in a sustained campaign that went on for decades 1637 saw them attack and take the largest portuguese fort in western africa at elmina forcing, why was slavery finally abolished in the british empire - why was slavery finally abolished in the british empire in july 1833 a bill to abolish slavery throughout the british empire passed in the house of commons followed by the house of lords on 1st august there has been a lot of debate over the factors that contributed to the final success of the bill, the british empire victorian web - the growth of the british empire was due in large part to the ongoing competition for resources and markets which existed over a period of centuries between england and her continental rivals spain france and holland, slavery definition history facts britannica com - slavery slavery condition in which one human being was owned by another a slave was considered by law as property or chattel and was deprived of most of the rights ordinarily held by free persons learn more about the history legality and sociology of slavery in this article, 3 british north america the american yawp - the impact of the middle passage on the cultures of the americas remains evident today many foods associated with africans such as cassava were originally imported to west africa as part of the slave trade and were then adopted by african cooks before being brought to the americas where they are still consumed, slavery in america historynet - slavery in america summary slavery in america began in the early 17th century and continued to be practiced for the next 250 years by the colonies and states slaves mostly from africa worked in the production of tobacco crops and later cotton with the invention of the cotton gin in 1793 along, chronology who banned slavery when reuters - britain marks 200 years on march 25 since it enacted a law banning the trans atlantic slave trade although full abolition of slavery did not follow for another generation, british empire new world encyclopedia - the british empire is the most extensive empire in world history and for a time was the foremost global power it was a product of the european age of discovery which began with the global maritime explorations of portugal and spain in the late fifteenth century by 1921 the british empire ruled a population of between 470 and 570 million people approximately one quarter of the world s, history of africa lonely planet travel information - the european slave trade there has always been slavery in africa slaves were often the byproducts of intertribal warfare and the arabs and shirazis who dominated the east african coast took slaves by the thousands but it was only after portuguese ships arrived off the african coast in the fifteenth century that slaving turned into an export industry, slavery the national archives - 4 look at source 2a b and c having been the largest slaving nation britain became a determined abolitionist power after 1833 using the royal navy to stop ships suspected of being slavers, slavery timeline 1400 1500 a chronology of slavery - this page contains a detailed timeline of the main historical literary and cultural events connected with british slavery abolition and emancipation between 1400 and 1500 it also includes references to the most significant events taking place outside of the british zone of influence in the